
Crystal Clear Science
Crystal Clear Science makes Real Science, REALLY Fun! Crystal Clear Science programs will enhance your 
students knowledge of and interest in science topics and will inspire them to learn! Even the most hard-to-
reach students will tilt their heads and listen intently as science topics are made relevant to their everyday 
lives.

Audience:  K-8    Capacity:  400

Presentation Time: 45 minutes           Set-Up Time: 45 minutes. Pleasure ensure performance space is clear and empty of 

classes during set-up time.   Take-Down Time: 30 minutes

Presentation Area:  Performance space can be stage or floor- level; floor level is preferred. If performance space is floor level, 

please seat students on the floor and not in chairs. Classroom or large gathering space is suitable for this presentation. Minimum 

amount of space needed for presentation: 8’ x 8’. Organization representative should meet the artist and show her to the

presentation area.

Assembly Requirements: Please provide access to an electrical outlet, a six (6) or eight (8) ft. rectangular table, and access to a 

water source (sink or water fountain). May be asked to provide sound system, depending on your location. Please provide parking for 

load-in/out and the duration of the show at no cost. If ramp or elevators are not available; assistance moving materials in and out will 

be required. Photos and video recordings of each session are welcome, but must be shared with presenter before she leaves, so both 

parties can use them.

No Gimmicks, Just Science! 

Crystal Clear Science assemblies deliver memorable learning and enrich and extend science instruction
beyond the textbook and classroom. Kids will be entertained while they learn about science concepts, 
and they will be fascinated by the experiments demonstrated by former teacher, and presenter, Michelle 
White.

Correlated to national science standards, all topics can be tailored for grades K-8.

Wonderful Water │ May The Force Be With You │ Sounds Like Fun │ Steam Powered Science │ Climate
Change Game. No matter which topic you choose, students will leave this assembly inspired to seek out
science all around them. 

Choose from 5 topics to focus the theme of your Crystal Clear Science show! 
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